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Abstract
This article investigates the second language (L2) acquisition of two expressions of the semantic 
feature [definite] in Russian, a language without articles, by English and Korean native speakers. 
Within the Feature Reassembly approach (Lardiere, 2009), Slabakova (2009) has argued that 
reassembling features that are represented overtly in the first language (L1) and mapping them 
onto those that are encoded indirectly, or covertly, in the L2 will present a greater difficulty 
than reassembling features in the opposite learning direction. An idealized scale of predictions 
of difficulty is proposed based on the overt or covert character of the feature encoding and the 
ease/difficulty of noticing the feature expression. A total of 158 participants (56 native Russian, 49 
English learners and 53 Korean learners of Russian) evaluated the acceptability of test sentences 
in context. Findings demonstrate that acquiring the expression of a feature that is encoded 
contextually in the L2 is challenging for learners, while an overt expression of a feature presents 
less difficulty. On the basis of the learners’ developmental patterns observed in the study, we 
argue that overt and covert expression of semantic features, feature reassembly, and indirect 
encoding appear to be significant factors in L2 grammatical feature acquisition.
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I Introduction
Recent years have seen a lot of interest in investigating syntax–semantics mismatches in 
second language acquisition (Dekydtspotter and Sprouse, 2001; Dekydtspotter et al., 
1997; Gabriele, 2005; Gürel, 2006; Hawkins and Hattori, 2006; Marsden, 2009; Montrul 
and Slabakova, 2003; Slabakova, 2003; for an extensive discussion and review of studies 
on syntax–semantics mismatches, see Slabakova, 2008). A syntax–semantics mismatch 
refers to the situation when some universal meaning (e.g. plurality, ongoing action, past 
event, definiteness, politeness) finds expression in one way in the native language and in 
another way in the target language. Although learners arguably have access to the whole 
arsenal of universal conceptual meanings (Jackendoff, 2002), they have to learn how to 
express the meaning in the new language. Very often, a new expression of a meaning 
appears in different conditioning environments (to be elaborated on below), which makes 
the acquisition task much harder. Acknowledging this significant acquisition challenge, 
Lardiere (2008, 2009) proposes the Feature Reassembly Hypothesis. The hypothesis 
views second language (L2) acquisition as involving the assembly or reassembly of the 
formal feature matrices of functional categories and mapping them onto their new mor-
phological exponents. The process conceivably goes through two steps, which may be of 
differential difficulty and consequently may take different amounts of time to accom-
plish. The first step is based on perceived similarities between the functional meanings 
of the target morpholexical items and the first language (L1) morpholexical items.1 
These similarities lead to initial mapping of the complete feature set of the L1 item onto 
the target item. In principle, there may be one-to-one, many-to-one, one-to-many, or 
many-to-many possible mappings. Once some initial mapping is established, the next 
step involves ‘feature reassembly’: features can be added or deleted, progressively 
adjusting the target feature set to the evidence for meaning and usage coming from the 
input. Such feature reassembly may be slow to occur or may not occur at all if the rele-
vant evidence for the formal or semantic feature is rare or contradictory in the linguistic 
input. Finally, the native language can either aid or obstruct feature reassembly.
While the mechanism described above is well suited to the acquisition of formal syn-
tactic features, say [case] or [wh], the learning situation for semantic features may be 
somewhat different. As a systematic difference between languages, various aspects of 
meaning are lexically marked in some languages while they appear to be unmarked in 
other languages. Number, evidentiality and focus have been discussed in this respect 
(e.g. for number, see Chierchia, 1998; for evidentiality, see Lazard, 2001). Since the 
relevant interpretations can still be successfully communicated by speakers, regardless 
of whether they are lexicalized or not, the question that arises in languages that fail to 
lexicalize a given meaning is where the ‘extra’ meaning comes from. One possibility is 
to propose ‘semantic parameters’ (e.g. Chierchia’s 1998 Nominal Mapping Parameter), 
where the same syntactic form (NP, Det) corresponds to different semantic types in the 
different languages. Such an approach to dealing with parametric variation presupposes 
a separate module mediating between syntax and the Conceptual-Intentional systems 
(C-I, Chomsky, 2004).
Taking a different approach to parametric variation, Ramchand and Svenonius (2008) 
reject the possibility that such a semantic module is necessary on economy grounds. 
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They suggest that syntax/semantics representations interface with and are interpretable 
directly by the C-I systems. Consequently, the differences between languages can only 
be captured within the featural specifications of morpholexical items (most commonly, 
functional morphology but not only). This is a strong minimalist thesis that imposes 
strict architectural limits on the language faculty and, as such, it is worth pursuing until 
proven erroneous. The authors argue for the possibility that the C-I systems are univer-
sal, but that the mapping between syntax (what they call syn/sem, or core syntax with 
semantic features) and the C-I systems is non-trivial, such that the same proposition or 
grammatical meaning (e.g. definiteness) can be read off of different syn/sem representa-
tions (e.g. articles versus various other lexical means for expressing definiteness). The 
computational system of core syntax assembling syn/sem representations is also univer-
sal; however, different languages may employ different lexical items with different fea-
tures to encode the same meaning. A crucial trait of this view of the grammar is 
underspecification (Halle and Marantz, 1993), both in lexical and morpholexical (func-
tional) morphemes. To take an example cited in Ramchand and Svenonius (2008), com-
pared to the explicit dual marking in Northern Sámi personal pronouns mii ‘I and others’ 
and moai ‘I and one other’, English we is underspecified, and can be disambiguated (if 
necessary) by adding lexical items (I and others versus I and one other person). By con-
ceptual necessity, if the C-I systems and the syn/sem representation-building mechanism 
are universal, then ‘the syn/sem system inevitably underdetermines full contextually 
augmented meaning’ (Ramchand and Svenonius, 2008: 222).
This view of the language architecture presents an interesting perspective to second 
language acquisition researchers dealing with syntax–semantics mismatches. 
Conceptualizing a syntax–semantics mismatch as a syn/sem representation of the same 
meaning that is built from different (morpho-)lexical ingredients in the two languages (or 
even supplied by the context), combined with Lardiere’s feature-based L2 learning pro-
cess, allows us to make more concrete predictions on the ease and difficulty of particular 
language pairings and particular learning directions (Slabakova, 2009). Let us consider 
definiteness as an example. Definiteness is not a simple concept: it consists of a number 
of semantic components such as familiarity, presupposition of existence, and uniqueness 
(Heim, 1991). We assume an informal definition of definiteness based on presupposi-
tion: a nominal is definite when there is a presupposition of its referent being unique in 
the domain of discourse, where uniqueness can be established through previous mention 
or world knowledge.2 This is true for singular nouns only, for plural nouns there is a 
presupposition of maximality, that is all members of a specified set.
Consider the situation where the first step in Lardiere’s learning procedure, namely, 
looking for morpholexical correspondences between the L1 and the L2 items based on 
grammatical function and meaning similarities, may not lead to an obvious mapping. 
That would be the case of definiteness marking where the L1 language uses definite 
articles and the L2 does not. One could reasonably predict that learners who find them-
selves in such a situation would not assume that definiteness is not marked in the target 
language, but they will surmise that definiteness is signaled by some other linguistic 
means. However, the learning task of monitoring the input to detect the various (non-
article) morpholexical means of marking definiteness will be quite a different process 
from that of the other learning direction, where definiteness is marked with articles. It is 
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ultimately an empirical task to discover which direction will present more difficulty. We 
consider this issue in Section VII.
As an illustration of the difficulty of acquiring definiteness in languages without arti-
cles, consider the fact that only articles express definiteness through dedicated functional 
morphology, thus directly. Other feature expressions are then by definition indirect, and 
there lies the crux of acquisition difficulty. Indirect expressions of a feature have some 
other, primary grammatical meaning (semantic feature) to express. Take for example 
demonstratives, the closest functional words to definite articles. Definite expressions can 
be marked by demonstratives, but only through their deictic feature, call it [DEM] fol-
lowing Guisti (2002), which is their primary feature. It turns out that a similar situation 
obtains with other expressions of definiteness in languages without articles: e.g. word 
order, information structure, adjectival possessors, etc. All these expressions may express 
the feature [definite], but in addition to some other semantic feature, which is their fun-
damental feature, or raison d’être. Thus, definiteness is inferred only indirectly, through 
overlap with the other features that is by definition less than 100%. Since its marking is 
encountered with less regularity and in less consistent input, definiteness is difficult to 
acquire.
In this article, we look at two (out of the many possible) ways of signaling definite-
ness in Russian, a language without articles. We compare the L2 acquisition of two 
(unrelated) definiteness-indicating constructions by English and Korean learners of 
Russian. The two native languages were chosen with L1 transfer in mind: English has 
dedicated definite and indefinite morphology (articles) while Korean does not. In the 
next two sections, we review recent research on the acquisition of definiteness and 
describe Ramchand and Svenonius’s (2008) proposal on definiteness marking across 
languages. In Section IV we spell out our assumptions and make more general as well as 
some concrete predictions about acquisition of syntax–semantics mismatches. In Section 
V we present the interpretive properties under scrutiny. Section VI describes the experi-
mental study and presents group as well as individual results. Finally, we discuss some 
theoretical implications of the findings and conclude that the overt and covert encoding, 
as well as direct and indirect expression of features should be treated as significant fac-
tors in L2 feature reassembly.
II Second language acquisition of definiteness
The majority of studies on the L2 acquisition of definiteness marking look in the oppo-
site learning direction from the one we have taken in this article: the target language is 
English. Early research on article acquisition (Huebner, 1983; Thomas, 1989; among 
many others) has established that L2 English learners, particularly those speaking a 
native language without articles, have persistent difficulties with articles. They often 
overuse the with indefinites and/or overuse a with definites. A number of proposals have 
been made to account for these patterns of article misuse, including purely syntactic 
(Trenkic, 2008) and prosodic accounts (The Prosodic Transfer Hypothesis; Goad and 
White, 2004).
Offering a semantic explanation of article misuse, Ionin et al. (2004) proposed the 
Article Choice Parameter with two settings in languages that have two articles. In one 
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type of language, articles are distinguished on the basis of specificity; in the other type 
articles are distinguished on the basis of definiteness. This linguistic situation presents 
specific difficulties for learners whose native language does not mark these features 
morphologically. Since the Article Choice Parameter is purportedly a semantic universal, 
L2 learners fluctuate between the two settings of the Article Choice Parameter until the 
input leads them to set this parameter to the appropriate value. This is known as the 
Fluctuation Hypothesis, and it makes very concrete predictions for the pattern of errors 
in L2 acquisition: learners are supposed to make errors overgeneralizing the in indefinite 
specific situations and a in definite nonspecific situations.
Group results from Ionin et al.’s (2004) Russian learners largely support the Fluctuation 
Hypothesis, in that learners overused articles in precisely the predicted learning condi-
tions. However, the individual results presented a more complex picture where a number 
of individual participants did not exhibit the expected pattern. In addition, their produc-
tion results revealed that learners overused the with specific indefinites, but did not over-
use a with nonspecific definites. As Ionin et al. (2004) discuss, however, there were 
arguably very few contexts that allowed for nonspecific definites in the production data, 
making the production error patterns somewhat tentative and inconclusive. The series of 
studies by Ionin and colleagues has proved highly influential and has inspired a number 
of following studies (Garcia Mayo, 2009; Snape, 2009; Zdorenko and Paradis, 2008; 
among others) largely confirming the fluctuation findings. However, Trenkic (2008) 
takes issue with Ionin et al.’s operationalization of specificity and argues against the 
Fluctuation Hypothesis by proposing that L2 English learners are mis-analysing the and 
a as adjectives.
This brief review suggests that while some adult learners of English articles from 
article-less languages fluctuate between marking definiteness and specificity, other 
groups of learners at similar proficiency levels do not fluctuate much. The Fluctuation 
Hypothesis is an influential current explanation for the error patterns, but there is still 
more to explain in the findings to date. In Section VII, we will compare our results to 
those of Ionin et al. (2004) in order to tentatively examine which learning direction is 
harder, English to Russian or Russian to English, in the marking of definiteness.
III The feature [definite] and its possible expressions
As discussed in the introduction, we follow Ramchand and Svenonius (2008), who argue 
that all languages have the same formal syntax (syn/sem) and Conceptual-Intentional 
systems (Chomsky, 2004), or Conceptual Structure (Jackendoff, 2002). Thus, language 
variation lies only in the way languages express the universal meanings. Some languages 
express those meanings morphologically or syntactically, and some languages express 
those meanings postsyntactically through context.3 However, Ramchand and Svenonius 
(2008: 225) also argue against identical syn/sem (or LF) representations in all languages. 
They capitalize on some semantic features left underspecified by the syntax and inter-
preted by the C-I systems, for example tracking of referents in the discourse. Their 
approach forces all languages to have a DP projection so that nominals can be interpreted 
as arguments; however, some languages have overt morphophonological material in the 
D head while others have null D heads. More concretely, English has two distinct D 
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elements (a, the) of type <<e, t>, e>, making the whole DP to be of type <e> (mapping a 
predicate to an individual), each of which carries different information as to the familiar-
ity of the NP referent, while Russian has an underspecified null D whose concrete inter-
pretation is filled in each discourse situation by the C-I system.
In fact, Ramchand and Svenonius (2008: 228–29) propose that there is a principled 
distinction between the kinds of meaning that can be filled in by C-I and the syn/sem 
meanings. The former have to do with cross-sentential relations, general discourse 
coherence and are negotiable, but individual lexical items can provide information rel-
evant to them. Table 1 exemplifies the various crosslinguistic options for mapping defi-
niteness and specificity among Norwegian, English, Lillooet Salish and Russian (from 
Ramchand and Svenonius, 2008: 227), where ‘syn/sem’ stands for the meaning being 
fixed by the syntax while ‘C-I’ stands for the interpretation being resolved by the 
Conceptual-Intentional systems.4, 5 In this article, we are interested in the expression of 
definiteness.
Although Ramchand and Svenonius’s (2008) proposal is highly speculative at this 
point and needs significant empirical augmentation, it bears important implications for 
language acquisition. If all languages have the same universal syntactic/semantic system 
and parametric variation lies in the way universal meanings are encoded (i.e. morpho-
logically or contextually), one major difference between parameters is whether a param-
eter is overtly and directly (morphophonologically) marked with dedicated functional 
morphology, or covertly marked through various other linguistic means and/or context. 
The authors give an example from Norwegian and English specificity marking in child 
language (Anderssen, 2007), where Norwegian children may acquire specificity marking 
earlier than English children because of its overt expression. In a nutshell, overtness of 
morphemes may be related to faster acquisition.
IV Assumptions and predictions
We would like to make explicit our working assumption about features and their encod-
ing, since the correct interpretations of our claims hinge on that understanding. 
Consistently with the vast literature on definiteness, we use the expression ‘semantic 
feature’ as a synonym of ‘grammatical meaning encoded by languages of the world’ 
(Alexiadou et al., 2007: 56; Lyons, 1999; among many others). Thus tense, progressive 
aspect and specificity would be other examples of semantic features beside definiteness. 
The feature [definite] represents a universal semantic–pragmatic concept (to be fleshed 
Table 1. Parametric variation in encoding nominal features across languages of the world.
Meanings Norwegian English Lillooet Salish Russian
Argumenthood syn/sem syn/sem syn/sem syn/sem
Definiteness syn/sem syn/sem C-I C-I
Specificity syn/sem C-I syn/sem C-I
Argument tracking C-I C-I C-I C-I
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out below), but which is not uniformly realized across languages of the world, as some 
languages have articles and some do not.6
The next concept to elucidate is the concept of ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ expression of 
features that we mentioned in the introduction.7 A feature is expressed directly if its 
meaning is the primary meaning of that expression. A feature is expressed indirectly if its 
meaning is not the primary meaning of its expression. Definite and indefinite articles 
expressing (in)definiteness is an example of a one-to-one form–meaning mapping, or a 
morphophonological expression of the feature [definite]; that is a direct mapping. All 
other determiners (quantifiers such as both, most; demonstratives such as this, these, etc.) 
have some primary meaning of their own, in addition to which they may encode one or 
another value of the feature [definite]; that would be indirect mapping of definiteness. 
Demonstrative pronouns, for example, are argued to be able to express [definite] by dint 
of their deictic [DEM] feature (Guisti, 2002). If we think about semantic features in this 
way, it is patently true that languages may have both direct and indirect ways to express 
the same feature. The feature [definite] is paired with a dedicated set of morphemes in 
English, and even if indirect ways of expressing definiteness exist, they are mostly 
redundant in contextualized utterances. Russian arguably has null counterparts of arti-
cles, or an underspecified D position whose value is supplied by D-linking context, lexi-
cal items and other means. In learning Russian, the indirect ways of marking the semantic 
feature necessarily take on added significance because the dedicated morphology is 
missing.
Another distinction between types of feature expressions is potentially useful and 
worth considering. Feature expressions can be ‘overt’, that is, expressed with dedi-
cated functional morphology (e.g. [definite] and articles, [past] and -ed) or ‘covert’, 
i.e. entirely supplied by context or signaled by periphrastic means (e.g. the exact mean-
ing of the English pronoun we discussed in the introduction, or Mandarin Chinese past 
tense signaled by adverbials such as yesterday, last week). We believe it is a reasonable 
prediction that the latter type of expression will be harder to acquire, for more or less 
the same reasons that indirect feature expressions are hard to acquire: inconsistent 
input. We would also classify word order changes, including scrambling to mark infor-
mation structure, as covert grammatical expressions of a feature. Note that the latter is 
not exactly ‘covertly’ encoded, as the scrambled versus default word order can be 
detected (see Section V), but the encoding is much more unpredictable and difficult to 
track because different words are involved every time. To exemplify, scrambling to 
signal Topic is a direct and covert (in the sense of non-morphological) way of marking 
information structure; it could also be an indirect and covert way of marking 
definiteness.
In a nutshell, we suggest that dedicated functional morphology in a one-to-one rela-
tionship with a grammatical meaning is the most accessible, the clearest and the easiest 
to learn of all feature expressions.8 Adult learners looking for an equivalent of their L1 
functional morpheme and not finding it will inevitably turn to covert and/or indirect 
ways for providing a feature value. However, context and word order changes are diffi-
cult to track, and lexical means of fixing a functional value vary from sentence to sen-
tence and from situation to situation. In addition, the indirect means of coding the feature 
have other primary meanings of their own which may be easier to detect. Thus, there will 
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be no clear form-to-meaning mapping to be fixed in the learner’s functional lexicon, 
hence the considerable learning difficulty.
Building on Ramchand and Svenonius’s (2008) proposal, Lardiere’s (2009) feature 
reassembly approach, and Slabakova’s (2009) predictions dealing with overt and covert 
encoding of features, we propose that degrees of difficulty in feature acquisition can be 
represented as in Figure 1. Fmorpheme stands for a functional feature that is encoded by 
dedicated morphophonological means, while Fcontext stands for a feature whose value is 
fixed by discourse tracking as well as some inconsistent (non-uniform) signals that 
require discourse observation, including word order changes. ‘Feature reassembly’ 
stands for figuring out different conditioning environments for the expressions of the 
grammatical meanings.
We offer this cline of difficulty in Figure 1 as an idealization that could rarely be 
exemplified with actual linguistic properties. To be sure, these are only two possible 
dimensions of difficulty that we have plotted in this cline: reassembly required or not, 
and overt versus covert feature encoding. Indirect encoding of a feature always brings on 
added difficulty. We believe that there are other factors implicating relative ease or dif-
ficulty of acquisition, for example, prosodic constraints on syllable structure, detectabil-
ity of the feature exponent in the speech signal, one-to-one versus many-to-many 
exponents mapping, semantic complexity, etc. In the interest of more focused analysis 
and predictions, however, we will leave them aside for now. We will explain where the 
properties examined in this empirical study lie on this cline after we discuss the proper-
ties themselves.
V Definiteness marking in Russian, English and Korean
1 Overt and direct marking of definiteness in Russian: Possessor modifiers
One of the many ways of marking definiteness in Russian is through the morphological 
form of the possessor-modifiers (Apresjan, 1995). The definite or indefinite interpreta-
tion of the possessor is expressed through its morphological form. Adjectival possessor-
modifiers (hereafter adjectival possessors) are interpreted as indefinite, as in (1), whereas 
postnominal genitive case-marked noun modifiers (hereafter nominal possessors) are 
underspecified for definiteness and can give either a definite or indefinite reading 
depending on context, as in (2). Consider examples from Apresjan (1995: 258)



























Figure 1. Cline of difficulty in functional feature acquisition in various learning situations 
(adapted from Slabakova, 2009).
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(1) Za dverju   slyšalsja   ženskij   golos
 behind door   heard   woman-ADJ.NOM   voice-NOUN.NOM
 ‘A woman’s voice was heard behind the door.’
(2) Za dverju   slyšalsja   golos   ženščiny
 behind door   heard   voice-NOUN.NOM   woman-NOUN.GEN
 ‘The voice of a/the woman was heard behind the door.’
In (1), the modifier denoting the possessor (ženskij ‘woman-ADJ’) is an adjectival form; 
thus, the possessor is interpreted as indefinite (any woman). The possessor in (2) 
(ženščiny ‘woman-NOUN-GEN’) is a noun form and the interpretation of the referent is 
ambiguous between any (indefinite) woman or an already-known, specific woman. As 
illustrated in the examples above, an indefinite interpretation of adjectival possessors is 
encoded overtly through the morphological form of the possessor. The underspecified 
[definite] interpretation of nominal possessors, on the other hand, can only be disam-
biguated by context.
A similar linguistic phenomenon is observed in Korean, that is, the indefinite or defi-
nite interpretation of the possessor can be encoded through its morphological character-
istics. Nominal possessors without case are marked for indefiniteness, as in (3a), while 
genitive-marked nominal modifiers are unmarked, as in (3b).9
(3) a. yeoja   moksori
  woman-NOUN.NOM   voice
  ‘the voice of a woman’
 b. yeoja-ui   moksori
  woman-NOUN.GEN   voice
  ‘the voice of a/the woman’
Notice two major differences between Korean and Russian regarding this phenomenon. 
First, in Russian, the interpretation of the possessor is encoded through its morphological 
form (adjectival versus nominal). In Korean, both types of possessors are nominal (the 
noun–noun compound construction; for various types of Korean compound nouns, see Kim 
et al., 2001) and the interpretation distinction comes from case marking (nominative versus 
genitive case). The second difference is that Korean does not allow postnominal modifiers; 
thus, any types of modifiers (regardless of their case) take the prenominal position in Korean, 
while nominal modifiers always take the postnominal position in Russian.
To recapitulate, one of the morphosyntactic ways to encode indefiniteness in 
Russian is through the morphological form of the possessor. Adjectival possessors are 
interpreted as indefinite, nominal possessors can be either definite or indefinite. 
Although this constitutes overt and direct marking by our own definition, the condi-
tioning environment of this morphosyntactic phenomenon is rather complex, combin-
ing morphological marking and word order changes. It obviously does not hold for 
English, with some lexical exceptions. Such a distinction in modifiers does exist in 
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Korean, another article-less language; thus, L1 transfer can be expected to be a factor 
in the acquisition of the possessor interpretation in L2 Russian by Korean speakers. 
However, as discussed above, the conditioning environments of marking the interpre-
tation of possessors are not identical between Russian and Korean. This means that 
after establishing the initial mapping by detecting the similarities between the func-
tional meanings of the target (Russian) and the L1 (Korean) linguistic phenomena, 
Korean speakers need to reassess the conditioning factors (i.e. case marking, the posi-
tion and shape of modifiers) to complete the target feature [definite] set encoded 
through the types of possessor-modifiers.
2 Covert and indirect marking of definiteness: Word order
Word order has different functions cross-linguistically. In languages with impoverished 
morphology such as English, the main function of word order is to identify grammatical 
functions in a sentence; see examples in (4) and (5).
(4)  The boy bit the dog.
(5)  The dog bit the boy.
Grammatical functions of non-pronominal DPs can be identified only through word 
order as in (4) and (5); that is, subject precedes verb and object in the neutral word order.
In languages with rich morphology such as Russian, grammatical functions can 
always be identified morphologically by case, as demonstrated in examples in (6).
(6) a. Mal’čik ukusil sobaku.
  boy-NOM bit dog-ACC
  ‘The boy bit a/the dog.’
 b. Mal’čika ukusila sobaka.
  boy-ACC bit dog-NOM
  ‘A dog bit the boy.’
In (6a) mal’čik ‘boy-NOM’ and sobak-u ‘dog-ACC’ indicate the subject and object, 
respectively. Note that the word order in (6a) is SVO, while it is OVS in (6b), that is to 
say, word order in Russian is not determined by grammatical functions. Word order per-
mutations, however, are used to fulfill information structure requirements such as the 
marking of Topic and Focus. Related to that function, word order in Russian has the addi-
tional function of disambiguating ‘articleless’ bare DPs as to definite or indefinite inter-
pretations. The information structure−definiteness connection is rather natural: Topics 
often contain information that is familiar to both the speaker and hearer, hence part of the 
common ground and definite, whereas focused constituents contain information that is 
new to the hearer, often indefinite. In neutral word order, Russian topics take the preverbal 
position, while focused DPs take the postverbal position. This is why preverbal DPs are 
generally given a definite interpretation (Chvany, 1973; King, 1995; Lambrecht, 2001; 
Rodionova, 2001), while postverbal DPs tend to receive an indefinite interpretation. Note 
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that the underlying word order in Russian is generally assumed to be SVO (Bailyn, 2001; 
Hawkins, 1983; Tomlin, 1986). Consider examples from King (1995: 78).
(7) a. Na stole [+definite] stoja-la   lampa [−def].
  on desk       stand-Past   lamp
  ‘A lamp was on the desk / there was a lamp on the desk.’
 b.  Lampa [+definite] stoja-la   na stole [−def].
  lamp           stand-Past      on desk
  ‘The lamp was on a/the desk.’
 
 c.  Na stole [+definite] lampa [+definite] STOJA-LA   (a ne   leža-la).
  on desk           lamp    stand-Past (but not lie-Past)
  ‘The lamp was standing on the desk (it was not lying).’
In (7a), the DP stole ‘desk-LOC’ in the preverbal PP na stole ‘on the desk’ gets a definite 
reading, while the post verbal DP lampa ‘lamp’ is interpreted as indefinite. In (7b), lampa 
‘lamp’ is in the preverbal position and the PP na stole ‘on desk’ is in the postverbal posi-
tion; thus, the former is definite and the latter is indefinite. In (7c), both stol ‘desk’ and 
lampa ‘lamp’ receive a definite reading since both are fronted to the preverbal position. 
However, as we will see below, even under stylistically neutral intonation, postverbal 
NPs can receive a definite reading.
Geist (2010) argues that the definite interpretation of bare singular DPs (i.e. under-
specified DPs) can be determined rather freely from discourse if the referent is familiar 
to both the speaker and hearer. That is, a DP receives a definite interpretation regardless 
of its sentential position if the familiarity condition is met. Without the familiarity condi-
tion, a DP in the postverbal position is forced to receive an indefinite reading. Consider 
the following examples from Geist (2010: 194–95).
(8) a.  Na tom stole   ležala   kniga   i   gazeta.       Anja   vzjala   knigu.
   on that table   lie   book   and   newspaper.  Anja   took   book
  ‘A book and a newspaper were lying on that table. Ann took the book.’
 b. Solntse   vzošlo.
  sun     rose
  ‘The sun rose.’
 c. Odna/kakaja-to devočka   vošla   v dom.   
  one/some girl   came   into house   
  ‘A girl entered the house.’
In (8a) the referent kniga ‘book’ in the first sentence is in the postverbal position and 
there is no presupposition that the referent is familiar to the hearer as well as the speaker; 
hence, kniga ‘book’ receives an indefinite reading from being in the postverbal (Focus) 
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Table 2. Correlation between word order and given–new status of the object in Russian, from 
Sirotinina (1965).
Given object New object
VO 166 (39%) 206 (59.7%)
OV 259 (60.9%) 139 (40.3%)
position. The referent knigu ‘book-ACC’ in the second sentence is also postverbal; how-
ever, it is definite since the referent kniga ‘book-NOM’ was introduced in the previous 
discourse, which established familiarity. In (8b), the world knowledge that there is only 
one unique sun contributes to establishing familiarity and the reference solntse ‘sun’ 
receives a definite reading. Furthermore, indefinite DPs can be preverbal if overtly 
marked by quantifying adjectives as in (8c).
Corpus data confirm linguists’ intuitions and the fact that there is just a tendency but not 
a 100% correlation between word order and information structure in Russian. Sirotinina 
(1965), cited in Slioussar (2007), offers counts of VO and OV word orders in various 
Russian registers related to information structure. She reports 7–9% of preverbal objects in 
scientific speech, 10–12% in literary texts and up to 60% in colloquial speech.10 The counts 
in Table 2 show a rough division of 40% to 60% for the word order–information structure 
correlation.
Let us turn to the word order phenomenon in Korean. The canonical word order in 
Korean is SOV. Similar to Russian, the distribution of nominals in a sentence can encode 
(in)definiteness. However, differently from Russian, which allows virtually any word 
order, the Korean verb is always in the clause-final position; thus, no element can be in 
the postverbal position. Suh (2005) argues that in Korean, a Topic object DP [+definite] 
can scramble out of the verb phrase (VP) and land before the subject, resulting in OSV 
word order. As shown in (9b), scrambling of the object nominal gong ‘ball’ gives it a 
definite reading, while the nominal in situ (i.e. SOV) in (9a) has an indefinite interpreta-
tion (examples from Suh, 2005: 18).
(9) a. gak haksaeng-i gong-ul chat-da
  each student-NOM  ball-ACC kick-PAST
  ‘Each student kicked balls.’
 b. gong-ul gak haksaeng-i  chat-da
  ball-ACC each student-NOM kick-PAST
  ‘Each student kicked the ball.’
A rough generalization with respect to Korean word order is that fronted DPs get a defi-
nite interpretation, while DPs in situ are interpreted as indefinite. Thus, in principle, 
scrambling encoding topic-related definiteness can be transferred from the native Korean 
into the L2 Russian, provided the availability of SVO is acquired. However, differently 
from Russian, which allows virtually any word order, the Korean verb is always in the 
clause-final position; thus, no element can be in the postverbal position and both definite 
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and indefinite nominals are in the preverbal position. The (in)definite interpretation of 
nominals in Russian is determined through the distribution of nominals in relation to the 
position of verb (preverbal versus postverbal), while in Korean the scrambled DP is in 
the sentence initial position. In other words, preverbal nominals are interpreted as defi-
nite in Russian, while preverbal nominals do not impose definiteness or topicality in 
Korean since all nominals as well as other elements are placed preverbally in Korean. 
Both O and S can be interpreted as definite in the OSV word order in Russian, while only 
O will be interpreted as definite in the OSV order in Korean.
In this subsection, we discussed how word order can disambiguate the (in)definite 
interpretation of bare underspecified DPs in Russian. Word order effects on definiteness 
in Russian are not as clear and categorically marked as English articles are, because the 
former are only indirect expressions of definiteness. A generalization such as ‘preverbal 
DPs are definite and postverbal ones are indefinite’ does not work 100% of the time. As 
we will see in Section VI, there are different degrees of acceptability/preference of the 
same word order even among native speakers. Such ambiguous and inconsistent input 
makes the acquisition process very complex and challenging.
3 The learning tasks
Definiteness is an overt category in English since it is predominantly marked through 
dedicated functional morphology. Thus, English speakers learning adjectival modifiers 
that encode indefiniteness have to remap their regular L1 morpheme (i.e. the indefinite 
article) onto quite a dissimilar L2 signal (two categories of modifiers). Although we 
would classify it as overt and direct, this remapping constitutes significant feature reas-
sembly because of the different conditioning environments. Definiteness is primarily 
expressed through context in Korean, but it does have a similar distinction between 
anchoring and non-anchoring possessors, even though in a different position with respect 
to the verb and marked by case. So, when Korean speakers are faced with acquiring 
adjectival possessors, they can transfer the interpretive distinction but have to map their 
L1 overt feature expression onto the different feature expression in the L2. Although 
some reassembly is required in terms of position of the marking, it is possibly less reas-
sembly than in the L2 English. We expect the Korean learners of Russian to be more 
accurate on this linguistic property than English learners of Russian.
Since definiteness can be expressed through word order in Russian, English speakers 
whose L1 marks the feature [definite] overtly have to reassemble their L1 morphemes 
(i.e. articles) into the covert and indirect way definiteness is expressed in the L2 (i.e. 
word order). Korean also expresses definiteness through word order; hence, the learning 
task for Korean speakers is to remap the covert and indirect way definiteness is encoded 
in their L1 onto another covert and indirect way the same feature is expressed in L2 
Russian. However, as discussed in examples (11a) and (11b), the way Korean uses word 
order to signify definiteness differs from the way Russian alternates word order to encode 
definiteness. Both definite and indefinite DPs precede the verb in Korean, whereas the 
definite DP mostly precedes and the indefinite bare DP follows the verb in Russian. In 
other words, Korean has an OV structure that does not impose Topicality. English does 
not have OV at all.
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We expect that acquiring nominal interpretation signaled by word order permutations 
will be very difficult. In this respect, two diametrically opposed predictions can be made. 
One prediction would be that the intrinsic connection between information structure 
marking and definiteness in the native language would facilitate acquisition of the same 
connection in the second language. If this is correct, then Korean learners of Russian will 
be more accurate than English learners of Russian. If, on the other hand, English speakers 
establish a heuristic connection between word order and definiteness (aided by their 
native language morphological expression of the latter), they will be more accurate than 
Korean learners on the tested association (preverbal nominals are definite). In other 
words, English learners may mistakenly associate Russian word order permutations with 
definiteness rather than information structure. However, this association would give 
English speakers a clue to break into complex Russian indirect marking of definiteness, 
although it would not afford them the whole picture. We test these prediction in the experi-
mental study described in Section VI.
VI The experimental study
1 Participants
The participants in this study included three language groups: a control group of native 
speakers of Russian (n = 56), L1 English group (n = 49), and L1 Korean group (n = 53). In 
order to control variables as much as possible, a couple of criteria were set for each group of 
participants. First, L2 learners’ first exposure to Russian was after age 14, long after the criti-
cal period. Second, according to a number of studies (e.g. Sorace and Serratrice, 2009), 
discourse-dependent properties are more vulnerable to attrition. It is not the purpose of the 
present study to support or deny the claim; however, in order to rule out the possibility of 
attrition, native controls who had not lived in a foreign country were invited to take part in 
the experiment. Native participants were monolingual speakers of Russian, tested in Russia.
The participants were asked to provide demographic information such as gender, 
native language, and length of Russian study (for the learners). In addition, they also had 
to indicate their age group: (1) Age group I (18–30 years old), (2) Age group II (31–50), 
and (3) Age group III (over 50). Learners were tested in the USA, Moscow, and Seoul.
2 Test instruments and procedure
Two different tests were administered in this study: a proficiency test and a felicity judg-
ment test, both conducted offline. At the beginning of the test, participants were given 
detailed instruction (in their native language). They could take as much time as they 
wanted to complete the tests. It took on average an hour to finish the tests, and partici-
pants were remunerated for their time and effort.
The proficiency test used in this study included 40 items and was adapted from the 
standardized Russian language test – also known as TRKI (Tipovoj test po russkomu 
jazyku kak inostrannomu) or TORFL (Test of Russian as a foreign language – for the level 
3 (high advanced level) developed by the Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation. 
In this experiment, only the subtest for grammar and vocabulary was used. Forty items out 
of the 100 comprising this test were chosen, based on the level of difficulty. According to 
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the TRKI’s scoring criteria, those participants who answered more than 65% of the test 
items correctly were considered to be at the advanced level of proficiency in Russian. 
Three levels of proficiency (beginner, intermediate and advanced) were determined based 
on the proficiency test scores. Those who were correct on more than 65% of the test items 
(65% of 40 items = 24) were placed in the advanced group. Learners who showed less 
than 40% of accuracy (40% of 40 = 16) were placed in the beginner group. The rest, who 
scored between 16 and 24, were deemed to be intermediate learners. Korean and English 
groups were matched for proficiency. Additional t-tests were used to ensure two L1 groups 
of the same proficiency level were fully comparable.11 The demographic characteristics 
and proficiency level of the participants are summarized in Table 3.
The Felicity Judgment task (FJT, k = 64), tested four properties, the two reported on in 
this article and two related to the marking of specificity (not reported on here). All the test 
items for the four different experimental conditions were combined into one felicity judg-
ment task. By doing so, test items for one property served as filler items for the other prop-
erties (12 items × 4 properties = 48) in addition to extra filler items (k = 16). Participants 
were asked to read short passages in their L1 (i.e. Russian, English or Korean) and rate the 
target sentences (all in Russian) as a felicitous or infelicitous description of the stories on a 
5-point scale. Below are sample test items for the possessor modifier condition in (10) and 
(11). In the context of example (10), both sentences (10a) and (10b) should be accepted. In 
example (11), the sentence (11a) should be rejected as it cannot have a definite reading in 
the context of the story and sentence (11b) should be accepted.
Table 3. Demographic characteristics and proficiency level of the participants.




(n = 56) 
27 male I (n = 18) n/a n/a
29 female II (n = 34)  
III (n = 4)  
L1 English 20 male I (n = 29) Range 1–30 Beginner (n = 10)
(n = 49) 29 female II (n = 17) (M = 4.9) Intermediate (n = 24)
 III (n = 3) Advanced (n = 15)
L1 Korean 21 male I (n = 33) Range 1.5–19 Beginner (n = 19)
(n = 53) 32 female II (n = 20) (M = 4.05) Intermediate (n = 15)
 Advanced (n = 19)
Note: Age group I = 18–30 years old, Age group II = 31–50, Age group III = over 50.
(10) Contexts with an indefinite interpretation (n = 6)
Sergei moved into a new apartment a couple of weeks ago. The apartment is in a great 
location and the rent is very good. Sergei is happy with the apartment but there’s one 
problem. Sergei is having a hard time sleeping because some kids next door wake him up 
every night with their crying. Now Sergei is thinking about moving to another apartment.
a.  Sergej bolše ne možet terpet’ detsk-ij     plač. [−definite]
  Sergei longer not can tolerate child-ADJ.ACC crying-NOUN.ACC 1 2 3 4 5
  ‘Sergei can no longer tolerate some children crying.’ I don’t know
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Two contexts related to word order were tested in the task, one which presents the 
object of the test sentence as known (Topic, definite) and one which presents the object 
as unknown (Focus, indefinite). According to Kallestinova (2007), native speakers prefer 
the SVO order regardless of the definite or indefinite interpretation of the subject or 
object NP. The SVO is the neutral word order in Russian and native speakers can always 
‘fix’ the definite or indefinite interpretation using their own intonation. To get around this 
likely problem, we did not use SVO sentences in the task. Instead, the target sentences 
all used the OVS word order, where the definite object should be acceptable in preverbal 
position while the indefinite bare object (without additional quantifiers) should be unac-
ceptable in that position. See sample test items (12)–(13).
b.  Sergej bolše ne možet terpet’ plač       det-ej. [±definite]
   Sergei longer not can tolerate crying-NOUN.ACC child-NOUN.
GEN.pl
1 2 3 4 5
  ‘Sergei can no longer tolerate some/the children crying.’ I don’t know
(11) Contexts with a definite interpretation (n = 6)
Tatiana has three children. They wanted toys for Christmas. So, Tatiana took them to the 
biggest toy store in Moscow. When the kids could not find the toys they wanted at the store, 
all three kids started crying. Tatiana got upset and decided not to get them anything.
a.  Tat’jana rasserdilas’ iz-za detsk-ogo plač-a. [−definite]
  Tatiana got angry     for    child-ADJ.GEN crying-NOUN.GEN 1 2 3 4 5
  ‘Tatiana got angry because of (some) children crying.’ I don’t know
b.  Tat’jana rasserdilas’ iz-za plača detej. [±definite]
   Tatiana got angry for crying-NOUN.GEN children-NOUN.GEN 1 2 3 4 5
  ‘Tatiana got angry because of the children crying.’ I don’t know
(12) [+definite ] / Topic object in preverbal position (OVS should be accepted) (n = 6)
Oleg and his brothers Sergei and Aleksei always help their mom make dinner. Today they 
made mushroom soup, baked potatoes and beet salad. When their dad came home and tried 
the soup, he asked: kto svaril takoj’ vkusnij’ sup? (‘Who made such delicious soup?’)
a.  Sup   svaril  Oleg. 1 2 3 4 5
  Soup boiled Oleg  
b.  Ego svaril  Oleg. 1 2 3 4 5
  it     boiled Oleg  
(13) [−definite] / focused object in preverbal position (OVS should be rejected) (n = 6)
I was watching TV when Aunt Galya called. She wanted to talk to Mom. I told her that Mom 
is busy cooking. Aunt Galya asked: Što gotovit tvoja mama? (‘What is your mom cooking?’)
a.  Sup   gotovit mama. 1 2 3 4 5
  soup cooks   Mom.  
b.  Sup   gotovit ona.
  soup cooks    she.
1 2 3 4 5
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In context (12), the question is about who made the soup; hence, the subject is focused 
and indefinite. The object sup ‘soup’ is mentioned and definite. Thus, the preferred word 
order is OVS and participants were expected to accept the target sentences. Note that 
both (12a) and (12b) have the OVS order, but (12a) has a lexical NP sup ‘soup’, while 
(12b) has a pronoun ego ‘it’. In creating the test items for this condition, it was important 
to keep the test format the same, with two test sentences to be judged under each context. 
Therefore, we used pronouns instead of full DPs as a second test sentence to judge. We 
treated these sentences as additional fillers. In (13), the question has the object što ‘what’ 
as its focus and the subject mama ‘mom’ as its Topic; thus, the subject is definite and 
should be in the preverbal position, producing the SVO order. Since both target sentences 
– with a lexical NP in (13a) and with a pronoun in (13b) – are in the OVS order, they 
should be rejected.
3 Results
In this section we describe the data obtained from the experimental study in relation to 
the predictions formulated in the previous section. While raw scores are used for pair-
wise comparisons (comparison between categories, e.g. adjectival possessor versus 
nominal possessor in [+definite] contexts), the scores were converted to reflect accuracy 
for comparisons between properties (i.e. possessor-modifiers versus word order). Thus, 
the scores on adjectival possessors in [+definite] contexts are converted as follows. A 
raw rating of 1 is converted into 5, 2 into 4, 3 remains as 3, 4 into 2 and 5 into 1, where 
1 stands for inaccurate (unexpected) performance and 5 stands for accurate performance, 
no matter whether rejection or acceptance of the test sentence. The experimental design 
has one between-participants factor (Group), with seven levels (Russian native speaker 
controls, L1 English beginner, L1 English intermediate, L1 English advanced, L1 Korean 
beginner, L1 Korean intermediate and L1 Korean advanced). Our general research ques-
tion is whether L2 learners acquire the overtly marked property, possessor-modifiers, 
earlier than the covertly marked property, word order. Thus, the within-participants vari-
able is Property (possessor-modifiers versus word order). A repeated-measures ANOVA 
revealed a significant main interaction between two variables: Group * Property (F 6, 151 
= 9.809, p < .0001). We further examined each property separately using ANOVA 
(repeated-measures) for each group to see whether there is an interaction between the 
type of context (definite and indefinite) and the type of possessor (adjectival and nomi-
nal), and an interaction between the type of object (definite and indefinite) and word 
order (OVS). Additionally, t-tests were used on the mean rates of each group to find 
whether each group shows significant contrast between acceptable (felicitous) and unac-
ceptable (infelicitous) sentences. In order to avoid the possibility of higher Type I error 
when doing multiple t-tests, we conducted each t-test independently.
a Adjectival and nominal possessors. As discussed in Section V, adjectival possessors 
give rise to an indefinite interpretation of the possessor, while nominal possessors can be 
either definite or indefinite. A repeated-measures ANOVA conducted for each group 
revealed that there is a significant interaction between the type of context and the type of 
possessor for all groups (English intermediate group: F 1, 23 = 33.969, p < .0001; English 
advanced group: F 1, 14 = 48.721, p < .0001; Korean intermediate group: F 1, 14 = 6.939, 
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p = .02; Korean advanced group: F 1, 18 = 44.449, p < .0001) except for the English begin-
ner group (F1, 9 = 2.328, p = .161) and the Korean beginner group (F1, 18 = 4.175, p = .056, 
marginally significant). In order to detect more subtle effects, a series of t-tests were 
calculated between the mean rates of each possessor type in two different types of con-
text. In order to demonstrate knowledge of this marking, participants should rate adjec-
tival possessors low and nominal possessors high in definite contexts. Adjectival 
possessors should be more acceptable in indefinite than in definite contexts (see the red 
arrow in Table 4). However, another way of looking at the same contrast is possible: 
nominal possessors should be rated higher than adjectival possessors in [+definite] con-
texts; see the vertical arrow in Table 4. We will present both comparisons, one in Figures 
2 and 3 and the other in Table 5.
When comparing knowledge of the contrasts in the two different directions (adjecti-
val possessors in [+definite] versus [−definite] contexts, nominal versus adjectival pos-
sessors in definite contexts), the Korean groups at all proficiency levels display a 
significant knowledge in both contrasts, while the English groups do so for the second 
contrast only. Using independent samples t-tests, we directly compared the acceptability 
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Figure 2. Mean ratings of adjectival possessors in different contexts, as in (10a) versus (11a) 
(L1 English).
Table 4. Form–meaning mapping of possessor-modifiers and definiteness.
[+definite] [−definite]
Adjectival possessors x √
Nominal possessors √ √ 
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The Korean learners performed significantly better than the English learners at the 
beginning level in rating adjectival possessors in [+definite] contexts (t = −4.010, p < 
.0001) and in [–definite] contexts (t = −2.921, p = .007). The Korean groups and the 
English groups at the intermediate as well as at the advanced level did not differ from 
each other in all four conditions (adjectival possessors in [+definite] context; adjectival 
possessors in [−definite] context; nominal possessors in [+definite] context and nominal 
possessors in [−definite] context; for t and p values, see Table 13 in Appendix 1).
b Individual results on possessor-modifiers. Since we are looking at very subtle meanings, 
it was expected that group and individual results might diverge to some extent. The indi-
vidual results were calculated as follows. If a participant gave a rating of the acceptable 
construction that was one scale unit higher than her rating of the unacceptable construc-
tion, we assumed that she had displayed sufficient knowledge of the contrast. For exam-
ple, if a learner gave ‘2’ to the adjectival possessors (unacceptable construction) and ‘3’ 
to the nominal possessors (acceptable construction) in definite contexts, we accepted that 
the learner had demonstrated a contrast in her grammar between adjectival and nominal 
possessors. By this measure, not all native speakers were consistent with expectations. 
The results are summarized in Table 6.
c Word order expressing topic and definiteness. This subsection reports descriptive and 
statistical analyses of word order within each group to examine if the native speakers of 
Russian and the English- and Korean-speaking learners rate the OVS order differently 
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Figure 3. Mean ratings of adjectival possessors in different contexts, as in (10a) versus (11a) 
(L1 Korean).
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as indefinite. Of course, these are the same situations where the object is Topic versus 
Focus. We consider the indirect relationship between definiteness and information struc-
ture in Section VII.
The Russian native speakers rated the OVS order with a definite object with an aver-
age 4.44 out of 5, the same word order with an indefinite object with an average of 3.24. 
Figure 4 presents the mean ratings for the English learners and Figure 5 for the Korean 
learners.
Table 7 presents the intragroup comparisons between contextually acceptable and less 
acceptable fronted objects in OVS sentences. The English intermediate learners did not 
Table 5. Pairwise comparisons between adjectival and nominal possessors in two different 
contexts within each group (α = .05).
Contrast between adjectival 
possessors in [−definite] 





(11a) versus nominal 
possessors (11b)
 t p t p
Russian native 
speakers
−10.557 < .0001* 10.156 <.0001*
English beginners −1.976  .08 (n.s.) 8.019 < .0001*
English 
intermediate
−4.971 < .0001* 10.007 < .0001*
English advanced −7.552 < .0001* 8.805 < .0001*
Korean beginners −2.253  .037* 2.215  .04*
Korean 
intermediate
−3.055  .009* 5.963 < .0001*
Korean advanced −8.063 < .0001* 12.822 < .0001*
Note: * stands for statistical significance at p < .05.
Table 6. Number and percentage of participants who showed a contrast between two 
conditions on possessor-modifiers.
Contrast between 
adjectival possessors in 
[−definite] (10a) versus 
[+definite] contexts (11a)
Contrast within [+definite] 
contexts: adjectival 
possessors (11a) versus 
nominal possessors (11b)
Russian native speakers (n = 56) 31 (55.36%) 37 (66.07%)
English beginners (n = 10) 4 (40.00%) 10 (100.00%)
English intermediate (n = 24) 16 (66.67%) 21 (87.50%)
English advanced (n = 15) 14 (93.33%) 14 (93.33%)
Korean beginners (n = 19) 4 (21.05%) 11 (57.89%)
Korean intermediate (n = 15) 10 (66.67%) 12 (80.00%)
Korean advanced (n = 19) 17 (89.47%) 18 (94.73%)
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distinguish reliably between the two object interpretations, while the ratings of the begin-
ning and advanced learners were significantly different.12 Korean-speaking learners per-
formed rather homogenously in both conditions (definite object and indefinite object 
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Figure 4. Mean rating of two types of objects in OVS word order as in (12a) versus (13a) (L1 
English).
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in contexts with a definite object (as opposed to contexts with an indefinite object); how-
ever, the rate difference was not statistically significant. This suggests that Korean speak-
ers of all proficiency levels did not make a distinction between the OVS with a definite 
object and the OVS with an indefinite object.
Independent samples t-tests revealed that the English and Korean learners of the same 
proficiency performed similarly in both the OVS word order with a definite object and 
the OVS word order with an indefinite object (for t and p values, see Table 14 in Appendix 
1). However, looking closely at the individual data, we discovered a number of differ-
ences in performance between the English and Korean groups. We discuss the individual 
data in Section VII.
d Individual results on word order. Recall that the OVS word order is expected to be 
acceptable when the object has a definite interpretation, while it is supposed to be rejected 
when the object has an indefinite reading. We used the same procedure in evaluating the 
individual performance on this property, looking for a one unit or more of difference 
between raw mean scores, in the right direction. Table 8 presents the results.
Recall that the group results showed that the English and Korean groups performed 
similarly on word order. However, analyses of the individual data suggest otherwise. 
Take, for example, the advanced groups. Almost 30% (4 individuals out of 15) of the 
advanced-level English learners exhibited the expected contrast, while only 2 
Table 7. The [±definite] interpretation of a preverbal object NP (α = .05).
OVS with definite object > OVS with 
indefinite object (12a) versus (13a)
Russian native speakers (n = 56) t = 9.532, p < .0001*
English beginners (n = 10) t = 2.570, p = .03*
English intermediate (n = 24) t = 1.927, p = .066 (n.s.)
English advanced (n = 15) t = 2.958, p = .01*
Korean beginners (n = 19) t = 1.941, p = .068 (n.s.)
Korean intermediate (n = 15) t = .698, p = .496 (n.s.)
Korean advanced (n = 19) t = 1.707, p = .105 (n.s.)
Table 8. Number and percentage of participants who showed a contrast of acceptability 
between the two types of sentences in the word order condition.
OVS with [+definite] object rated 
higher than OVS with [−definite] object
Russian native speakers (n = 56) 33 (58.93%)
English beginners (n = 10) 4 (40.00%)
English intermediate (n = 24) 4 (16.67%)
English advanced (n = 15) 4 (27.00%)
Korean beginners (n = 19) 2 (10.53%)
Korean intermediate (n = 15) 1 (6.67%)
Korean advanced (n = 19) 2 (10.53%)
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individuals, or about 10% of the advanced Korean learners, showed the contrast. This 
suggests that a larger number and percentage of English speakers have established the 
contrast in their grammar. The individual performance findings are also indicative of 
large individual differences among the Korean learners of the same proficiency level. We 
will address this issue in the discussion session.
In order to further investigate individual learners’ error patterns, we next examined 
the individual data in another way. We classified a rating as incorrect if the participant 
rated OVS higher than 4 when the object was indefinite or rated it lower than 3 when the 
object was definite. We analysed the individual data on the possessor-modifiers in this 
way as well, so as to compare it with the word order individual results. The percentage 
of learners who showed one pattern or the other is shown in Table 9.
As shown in Table 9, learners’ word order errors fall mostly into the pattern of ‘incor-
rect acceptance’, indicating that there is overgeneralization in the learners’ grammars. 
With respect to the possessor-modifiers, we find similar percentages between the two 
patterns within each learner group. Note that some native speakers also exhibited the 
same patterns. These findings will be discussed in more detail in Section VII.
VII Discussion
We are now in a position to address the predictions formulated in Section IV based on the 
overt and covert encoding of features. As defined in Section IV, an overtly realized fea-
ture (or Fmorpheme) is a feature that is encoded by dedicated (consistent) morphological 



















contexts with a 
[+definite] objects
Russian native 
speakers (n = 56)
17 (30.00%) 15 (26.78%) 9 (16.00%) 2 (3.57%)
English beginners  
(n = 10)
0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%) 5 (50.00%) 0 (0.00%)
English intermediate 
(n = 24)
2 (8.33%) 1 (4.16%) 12 (50.00%) 3 (12.50%)
English advanced  
(n = 15)
1 (6.67%) 2 (13.33%) 8 (53.33%) 1 (6.67%)
Korean beginners  
(n = 19)
3 (15.79%) 3 (15.79%) 8 (42.11%) 1 (5.26%)
Korean intermediate 
(n = 15)
2 (13.33%) 3 (20.00%) 9 (60.00%) 0 (0.00%)
Korean advanced  
(n = 19)
0 (0.00%) 0 (0.00%) 2 (10.52%) 0 (0.00%)
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means, while a covertly encoded feature (or Fcontext) is a feature whose value is supplied 
by context as well as by inconsistent (non-predictable) means that require discourse 
observation. We also defined indirect feature expression as not a primary but an addi-
tional meaning encoding. We would like to argue that these various means of feature 
expressions have an effect on learnability.
Based on Slabakova’s (2009) predictions combined with Lardiere’s (2009) feature 
reassembly model, we predicted that the English and Korean groups would perform sim-
ilarly on possessor-modifiers since they face a somewhat similar learning task, that is, 
remapping the overtly realized [definite] feature in their L1 onto the overtly encoded 
[definite] feature with reassembly. However, we also noted that more reassembly was 
necessary in the English to Russian direction than in the Korean to Russian direction, as 
Korean formally distinguishes non-referential from regular possessors.
We also argued that acquisition of definiteness marking through word order, encoded 
indirectly and together with Topic marking in Russian, will be exceedingly difficult. We 
formulated two opposing predictions and left it as an empirical research question to see 
whether English or Korean learners would demonstrate superior accuracy.
The group performance findings are summarized in Table 10. As shown in the table, 
the Korean groups are more accurate than English learners in rating acceptability of 
adjectival possessors in definite and indefinite contexts, while both L1 groups are equally 
accurate in rating acceptability of adjectival and nominal possessors in definite contexts. 
In this respect, our prediction in Section V.3 that Korean learners would be more accurate 
than English learners is partially supported.
With respect to word order, the beginner and advanced English-speaking learners 
made a significant distinction between the OVS word order with a definite object and the 
OVS with an indefinite object (see Table 7 for p-values). The Korean speakers of all 



















English advanced  
(n = 17)
yes yes yes






Korean advanced  
(n = 19)
yes yes no
Notes. yes = significant rating difference between two conditions; no = no significant rating difference.
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proficiency levels, however, did not demonstrate a significant difference in rating the 
OVS with a definite object and the OVS with an indefinite object. In this respect, the 
second of the two diametrically opposed predictions formulated in Section V.3 was sup-
ported. The Korean speakers’ performance on word order (i.e. no successful acquisition 
detected even at the advanced group level) indicates that remapping a covertly realized 
feature (in both the L1 and L2) that requires reassembly presents the most challenging 
learning task. We speculate that the fact that Korean has an OV structure that does not 
impose Topicality was difficult to overcome by Korean learners of Russian.
On the other hand, English learners appear to be more successful in connecting 
Russian definiteness with word order. They probably use a heuristic association between 
preverbal nominals and definiteness, which would be correct in the case of familiar def-
inites and novel indefinites. We note that the combination of features [familiar] and [defi-
nite] is more natural and frequent than the combination [novel] and [definite]; the latter 
might need additional pragmatic accommodation.13
One issue regarding the group results that we would like to discuss before moving to 
the individual results is the different developmental patterns of the English learners on 
the contrast between adjectival and nominal possessors and the contrast of adjectival 
possessors in two different contexts: definite and indefinite. As shown in Table 5, English 
learners made a distinction between adjectival and nominal possessors (in definite con-
texts) earlier (at the beginner level) than they did between adjectival possessors in defi-
nite contexts and adjectival possessors in indefinite contexts (at the intermediate level). 
Ženskiy golos (‘woman.ADJ voice’) can have two interpretations: (1) generic (female 
voice), and (2) specific (the voice of a woman). We speculate that L2 learners initially 
have to notice that there are two types of possessor modifiers in Russian and that they are 
somehow different. Learners at beginning stages of acquisition might not know that pos-
sessors can be in adjectival form (which is not the case either in English or Korean). 
Thus, learners might have interpreted adjectival possessors as regular adjectives by 
assigning them a generic interpretation. In other words, learners would initially interpret 
ženskiy golos ‘woman’s voice’ as a nonspecific female voice (as opposed to a male voice) 
rather than the voice of a specific woman. This may be the reason why the beginning-
level English learners made a significant distinction between adjectival and nominal 
possessor-modifiers but not between adjectival possessors in [+definite] and in 
[−definite] contexts. Once learners’ proficiency level increases with more exposure to 
input, they come to know that possessors can be in an adjectival form in Russian and the 
adjectival possessors are interpreted as indefinite. However, this is purely a speculation 
at this point, since the present experiment cannot tease apart whether learners interpreted 
adjectival possessors as generic (ženskiy ‘female’) or non-specific (ženskiy ‘a woman’s’) 
when giving an indefinite interpretation to adjectival possessors.14
We now turn to the individual data. We analysed the individual data in two ways. 
First, we identified learners who made a distinction between acceptable and unaccepta-
ble constructions by one or more scale unit. These participants were considered to have 
sufficient knowledge of the contrast between the acceptable and unacceptable interpreta-
tions of the construction. Second, we examined error patterns by identifying learners 
who incorrectly accepted unacceptable constructions by giving them a rating of 4 or 
higher and learners who incorrectly rejected acceptable constructions by giving them a 
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rating of 3 or lower. We will start with the analysis of the percentage of learners who 
show a contrast in their grammar. Considering the contrast between the adjectival pos-
sessors in [+definite] contexts and the adjectival possessors in [−definite] contexts, the 
group results showed that both the English and Korean speakers at the intermediate and 
advanced levels made a significant distinction. In line with the group results, the indi-
vidual data show that over 60% of the intermediate and around 90% of the advanced 
learners have acquired the distinction. With respect to the contrast between the adjectival 
and nominal possessors in [+definite] contexts, the group results indicated that both the 
English and Korean speakers of all proficiency levels made the distinction. Individual 
data show that about 60% of the beginner-level, over 80% of the intermediate-level and 
over 90% of the advanced-level learners demonstrated knowledge of the contrast. This 
suggests that regarding possessor-modifiers, the individual performance does not sub-
stantially differ from the group performance.
Let us now look at the individual performance on word order. Recall that the group 
data indicate that the English-speaking learners at the advanced level made a significant 
distinction between the OVS with a definite object and the OVS with an indefinite object. 
However, the individual data indicate that only 29.41% of the advanced-level learners 
actually rated the contrast with a difference of one scale unit. We further examined the 
individual data to see if learners’ errors show certain patterns. We divided errors into two 
types: incorrect acceptance and incorrect rejection. As shown in Table 9, regarding the 
possessor-modifiers, similar percentages were found of the two types of errors. However, 
in the evaluations of word order in context, most of the errors fell into the pattern of 
incorrect acceptance. Only a small percentage of learners (0–12.5%) incorrectly rejected 
the OVS. In other words, learners accepted the OVS when the object was Focus/indefi-
nite as well as when the object was Topic/definite. This suggests that learners must have 
overgeneralized the flexibility of the Russian word order and concluded that any word 
order is acceptable, regardless of the information structure/definiteness interpretation. In 
this way, they have uncoupled word order and definiteness. This overgeneralization must 
be due to the fact that word order is a covert (non-uniform) and indirect way of marking 
definiteness, so that the evidence that learners get from the input is misleading, or at least 
the pattern is difficult to notice. This is precisely why covertly marked features are harder 
to acquire than overtly marked ones. Another possible reason (mentioned above) for the 
English learners being more accurate than the Korean learners is that the former could 
use definiteness in their L1 as a heuristic: if a DP is definite in English, put it preverbally 
in Russian; if it is indefinite, put it postverbally.15
To continue this line of argumentation, we would like to compare the word order 
results of this experiment with Ionin et al.’s (2004) results. Clearly, the two studies are 
not directly comparable as the proficiency groups and the tests may not be completely 
parallel; still, the examination of the respective findings may be profitable. The study 
investigated knowledge of English definite and indefinite determiners by Russian and 
Korean learners, the same languages we employ in our study. They combined the ratings 
of intermediate and advanced learners to get one L1 Korean and one L1 Russian group. 
However, the Korean group contained more advanced learners than the Russian one (as 
measured by the standardized Michigan test of proficiency). The Korean group was 
highly accurate in their article choice (over 80%), although they did exhibit the pattern 
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of fluctuation (see Section II). The Russian group exhibited much more fluctuation, with 
error rates ranging up to 33 – 36%. Sixteen out of 39 Korean speakers and 5 out of 26 
Russian speakers had completely acquired the parameter setting (falling into the definite-
ness individual pattern). (In addition, 11 Koreans and 9 Russians showed the fluctuation 
pattern; for more details, see Ionin et al., 2004: 38–39). In contrast, none of the Korean 
groups in our test, and only 5 individual participants (less that 10%) from all three levels 
of proficiency, were sensitive to the word order marking of definiteness. The comparison 
suggests that acquiring a meaning signaled by overt grammatical morphemes may be 
easier than acquiring the same meaning signaled by various contextual means. To be 
sure, since definiteness marking through word order and Topic/Focus marking are mostly 
conflated in Russian, this failure of acquisition could be explained by the Interface 
Hypothesis (Sorace and Serratrice, 2009). But article suppliance in general is context 
dependent, so this objection would be valid for both learning directions. Our larger point 
here is that if meanings are represented by non-morphological means, their acquisition 
will be hard, especially if these meanings are discourse sensitive.
Finally, let us address the definiteness–information structure confound in our experi-
ment. While we acknowledge that it is a confound, it is very difficult to avoid. It is true 
that in our experimental design we test how learners interpret word order to encode 
Topicality, and the feature [definite] is secondary and dependent on that. It is also true, 
as we mentioned in Section V, that word order and Topicality are not 100% aligned. 
However, the conditions under which novel definites can be preverbal and familiar 
indefinites can be postverbal are poorly understood in the literature on Russian. 
Information structure (Topic-marking) is the most often cited indirect means of attribut-
ing definiteness interpretation to arguments (Brun, 2001, among many others), that is 
why we decided to include this property in our experimental study testing the various 
ways of definiteness expression. Since Russian has little direct expression of definite-
ness (adjectival possessors), most other expressions of the feature will be indirect. If we 
want to investigate ways of marking definiteness without articles, we have to study 
indirect expressions that signal first something else, and additionally, definiteness. 
Although imperfect, our research design still affords us a comparison of definiteness 
expressions.
VIII Conclusions
The goal of the present study was to examine the L2 acquisition of definiteness in 
Russian, a language without overt articles, focusing on the acquisition of two separate 
and unrelated expressions of definiteness (adjectival possessors and word order) by 
English and Korean speakers. In this study, we established the degrees of difficulty and 
developmental patterns based on three factors: whether reassembly is required or not 
(Lardiere, 2009), whether the feature is encoded overtly or covertly (Slabakova, 2009), 
and whether the expression of the feature is direct or indirect. Findings of the study 
appear to indicate that it is more challenging to acquire a feature when it is marked 
overtly in the L1 but covertly in the L2 than when a feature is marked with some func-
tional morphology in both the L1 and L2. Moreover, the findings imply that the most 
challenging learning task is when a feature is encoded contextually and indirectly in both 
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the L1 and L2 but reassembly is required (the case of Korean speakers learning Russian 
word order that signals definiteness). These findings suggest that the indirect nature of 
feature expression, as well as the overt and covert feature encoding, should be added as 
significant factors when considering feature reassembly in L2 acquisition.
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Notes
 1. In this article, ‘morpholexical item’ refers to language-specific morphemes with functional 
features such as the, -s, -ed, as well as null morphemes. We retain ‘lexical item’ for idiosyn-
cratic entries of the mental lexicon, but not the functional lexicon.
 2. In particular, we adopt Ionin et al.’s (2004: 5) definition based on Heim (1991): ‘If a 
Determiner Phrase (DP) of the form [D NP] is [+definite], then the speaker and hearer pre-
suppose the existence of a unique individual in the set denoted by the NP.’
 3. In personal communications, G. Rappaport and R. Sprouse have suggested to us that some 
languages may not express definiteness or specificity at all. If this is indeed the case, it could 
be a matter of underspecified versus fuzzy meaning, as discussed in semantics. In this article, 
however, we assume that definiteness and specificity are universal meanings; thus, all lan-
guages have to express these meanings in one way or another.
 4. It seems to us that the Article Choice Parameter (Ionin, 2003) can be reformulated using this 
type of approach. However, such a reformulation is beyond the scope of the present work.
 5. Table 1 is cited from Ramchand and Svenonius and, in our opinion, omits some feature 
expressions while trying to make a bigger point. For example, the table incorrectly asserts 
that Russian does not mark specificity overtly, while in fact Russian has a range of indefinite 
pronouns and determiners derived from them (koe-kakoj, kakoj-to, kakoj-nibud’), which do 
mark specificity and/or scope, and whose acquisition we investigate in other work.
 6. We will not consider formal syntactic features in this article. The ‘feature reassembly’ that we 
will discuss has only to do with noticing and acquiring the different expressions of the same 
semantic feature, [definite]. Thus, for example, we are not interested in the formal features 
that allow Russian scrambling from SVO to OVS but in the acquisition of the fact that this 
scrambling is appropriate with a D-linked, given object and not appropriate with an object 
newly introduced in the discourse or focused.
 7. We thank Tania Ionin and Bonnie Schwartz for discussing these issues with us at the various 
venues where we presented this work. The direct–indirect distinction in feature encoding was 
inspired by the comments of an anonymous reviewer, for which we are grateful.
 8. Van Hout (2008) makes very similar claims for child language acquisition. She argues for 
morphological salience and semantic complexity affecting the acquisition of telicity and per-
fective aspect across Dutch, Italian and Polish as first languages.
 9. To the best of our knowledge, there is no literature on the definiteness interpretation of the 
possessor in Korean. However, a number of Korean informants confirmed the interpretation 
of the possessor as analysed in this article. A Japanese native speaker informant claimed that 
the same phenomenon is observed in Japanese as well.
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10. We believe Sirotinina reports (S)VO versus (S)OV word orders, not the complete fronting of 
the object in OVS. Still, these findings suggest that Russian allows considerable scrambling 
for non-information structure reasons. Within a Functional Sentence Perspective approach, 
Sirotinina (1965) comments that the fronted object takes on added ‘communicative impor-
tance’ and is usually foregrounded.
11. Beginner groups (t = −1.597, p = .109); intermediate groups (t = −.599, p = .208); advanced 
groups (t = 1.545, p = .072).
12. The beginner-level English group showed a significant difference in their ratings of two con-
ditions (OVS with a definite object NP and OVS with an indefinite object NP) while the inter-
mediate group did not. Considering the small number of participants (n = 10), the outcome 
of the beginner group should be considered as a statistical error rather than the U-shaped 
learning pattern found in child L1 acquisition.
13. That is why a definite DP has been argued to require a referent that is familiar or somehow 
salient (Heim, 1982, 1983). An example of a novel or unmentioned definite would be Jason 
bought a Honda. The steering wheel was positioned oddly. See Frazier (2006) for analysis 
and experimental data on presupposition of uniqueness accommodation by native speakers of 
English.
14. We thank an anonymous reviewer for this comment.
15. We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
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Appendix 1
Table 11. Possessor-modifiers: Mean scores and standard deviations.













 Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
Russian native speakers (n = 56) 3.08 .98 3.49 .66 4.15 .75 3.25 .77
English beginners (n = 10) 1.85 .86 4.64 .47 2.64 1.15 4.38 .91
English intermediate (n = 24) 2.32 1.12 4.87 .3 3.49 .91 4.36 .72
English advanced (n = 15) 1.98 0.91 4.87 .34 3.8 .94 3.96 .62
Korean beginners (n = 19) 3.36 1.02 4.25 1.07 3.82 .96 4.14 1.11
Korean intermediate (n = 15) 2.51 1.21 4.77 .37 3.39 .62 4.55 .49
Korean advanced (n = 19) 2.0 .99 4.99 .06 3.87 1.05 4.14 .95
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 Mean SD Mean SD
Russian native speakers (n = 56) 4.44 .67 3.24 .75
English beginners (n = 10) 4.31 .78 3.63 1.16
English intermediate (n = 24) 4.13 .99 3.81 1.12
English advanced (n = 15) 4.46 .4 3.34 1.55
Korean beginners (n = 19) 4.14 .96 3.75 .99
Korean intermediate (n = 15) 4.04 .56 3.93 .64
Korean advanced (n = 19) 4.13 .65 3.86 1.04
Table 13. Possessor-modifiers: Comparisons in acceptability ratings between two L1 groups 
of the same proficiency level.
L1 English versus 
L1 Korean
t p
Adjectival possessors in 
[+definite] contexts
Beginners −4.01 < .0001*
Intermediate −.486 .63
Advanced .282 .78















Notes. Independent samples t-tests, α = .05
Table 14. Word order: Comparisons in acceptability ratings between two L1 groups of the 
same proficiency level.
L1 English versus 
L1 Korean
t p
Indefinite objects in OVS Beginners −.297 .769
 Intermediate −.402 .69
 Advanced −1.159 .255
Definite objects in OVS Beginners .484 .632
 Intermediate .321 .75
 Advanced 1.699 .099
Notes. Independent samples t-tests, α = .05
